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1. INTRODUCTION 
Some physical problems [I, 71 lead to nonlinear systems of partial dif- 
ferential equations of such nature that the development of a complete theory 
requires an understanding of certain linear parabolic equations which fail to 
be uniformly parabolic. The present paper presents an example of such 
equations based on the linear operator 
Lu = bu, - (au,), ) (1.1) 
where the coefficients a and b are nonnegative functions of the independent 
variables x and t. This operator would be uniformly parabolic if each coeffi- 
cient were a bounded function with a positive minimum. The assumption 
that b has a positive minimum is not made here. Specifically, use the set 
D=(O,l) x(O,T)inth e re q uirements that a, E C(D), b, E C(D), b(x, t) 3 0 
on D, and 
a(x, t) > 2or > 0, (x, t) E D, (1.2) 
for some constant 01. The (nonuniform) parabolic operator L was studied in 
relation to the differential equation 
(Lu) (x, t) = f(X, t), (x, t) E D, f E cm; 
the boundary condition 
4x9 q = Q(% t), (x9 t)ES ={O, 1) x (0, q, u E C’(S); 
and the initial condition 
4% 4 = 4x, q, (x, t) E B = (0, 1) x {O), h E C(B). 
Of course, the transformation 
u(x, t) = v(x, t) + xa(1, t) + (1 - X) o(0, t) 
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(1.3) 
(l-4) 
(1.5) 
U.6) 
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can be used to show that no generality is lost if one assumes that 
o(0, t) = o(1, “) = 0, t E (0, T). (1.7) 
It is interesting to note that the problem is most fascinating in the case 
where the coefficient b is neither identically zero nor strictly positive on any 
set of the form (0, 1) x {to}. If b . is either zero or strictly positive on such a set, 
the domain D can be partitioned into two parts such that each part can be 
studied separately. 
The present paper consists of an application of classical methods to the 
problem of the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of the initial- 
boundary value problem. The unique solution is developed in an appropriate 
Hilbert space. The solution is shown to depend continuously on the data 
functions f and h in the topology of this Hilbert space. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Adopt the notation used by Milgram [SJ in defining C* to consist of equiv- 
alence classes of infinitely differentiable real functions of (x, t) having com- 
pact support in (0, 1) X (-co, T), where functions identical on D will 
belong to the same equivalence class. The initial-boundary value problem of 
Section 1 can be formally expressed in the form 
where one defines 
-w) = I, h?%! - j, W)$ , (2.2) 
while 
Since 6, E C(a), there exists a constant y such that 
2772y - b,(x, t) > 2p > 0, (x, t) E D, (2.4) 
for some constant 8. Although a change of scale (in t) might be required, it 
can be assumed that 
Q(& t) 2 y + % (x, t) E D. (2.5) 
THEOREM 2.1. An inner product on C* is given by the definition 
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Moreover, 
II 4 II”* = 6 +I* = J%(d)* (2.7) 
Proof. Of course, the first equality in (2.7) is the definition of II+ II* . 
Refer to Eq. (2.2) to obtain 
L&j) = 1 a$,2 - SD w2 - ; 1, w2>t = II d II”, . P-8) 
D 
It is sufficient to establish the strict positivity of the norm in order to complete 
the proof. Integrate by parts (on t) to obtain 
(2.9) 
Thus, (2.8) can be written in the form 
It is well known [3, p. 1851 that 
(2.11) 
and it follows that 
Adopt the notation 
and 
Thus, 
II d II”, 3 II d II; + II 4 II; + II 9 II% * (2.16) 
Since 11 . ]I1 and I/ * ]I2 are norms on C* by (2.4) and (2.5) while II * lja is a semi- 
norm on C*, the proof is complete. 
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C* is understood to have the topology defined by /I . Il.+ . Let H* be the 
completion of C* with respect to this topology. The initial-boundary value 
problem in the form given in (2.1) is considered with respect to the Hilbert 
space H*. 
3. WEAK EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
The purpose of this section is to develop an existence and uniqueness 
theory for the problem (2.1) by means of a sequence of preliminary results. It 
is useful to denote the usual norm on L2(D) by /I .I1 . Also, define the constant 
77 = max(7f &, dj?}. (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 4 E C*. L* can be extended to a continuous linear functional 
on H* such that 
II& I/* < J%#J) = d2 II 4, II + 7-l II( II . (3.2) 
Proof. Use Schwarz’s inequality and the definition in (2.2) to write 
I hdv9I < II adz II II YL II + IlWh II II 4 II . (3.3) 
Observe that (2.5) and (2.13) imply 
II *z II G ,-1’z II * IL < a-1’2 II 4 II* * 
Use (2.11) to write 
(3.4) 
II * II < 7r-l II A? II d +c+‘2 II * II* * (3.5) 
Finally, use (2.4) and (2.14) to write 
II * II G v2 II * II2 e F2 II * II* 3 (3.6) 
and the proof is complete. 
Use the Riesz representation theorem to obtain 
Lbw = (% WI* 9 UEH*, ~EC*. 
V is clearly a linear mapping of C* into H*. 
(3.7) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M = R(V). V is one-to-one. The linear operator V-l can 
be extended to a continuous linear operator W mapping M into H* such that 
C* C R(W), and the norm of W does not exceed unity. 
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Proof. Use Schwarz’s inequality in Eq. (3.7) to obtain 
I W)I < II u II* II v4 II* . (3.8) 
Set u = $ and apply Theorem 2.1 to write 
(3.9) 
Thus, V-l is a continuous linear map of R( I’) onto C* such that 
II V-h II* G II u I/* 7 u E R(V), (3.10) 
and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. Bf,h can be extended to a continuous linear functional on H* 
such that 
II Bf,h I/* < &(f, h) = 2 II h 113 + 7-l Ilf /I . (3.11) 
Proof. Use Schwarz’s inequality and the definition in (2.3) to obtain 
1 &,&$)I G /I + 11 iif 11 + 2 /I h 113 114 /Is . (3.12) 
The proof is completed just as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. The initial-boundary value problem (2.1) has a weak solution 
UEM. 
Proof. The composition Bf,h 0 W is a continuous linear functional on M 
with norm (relative to M) not exceeding K,( f ,  h). The Riesz representation 
theorem shows that there exists u EM such that 
(&,h O w) (V) = (VP u)* , VEM. (3.13) 
Now, 4 E C* implies that I’$ EM, and 
(J5.h 0 w VW = Bf,h(& = w 4* 
= (u, v+>* = h$w. 
(3.14) 
Thus, u is a solution of (2.1), and the proof is complete. 
Observe that one can set v = u in (3.13) to show that the solution obtained 
above satisfies the relation 
II u /I* G G(f> h), (3.15) 
and the solution is unique in M. However, the solution is not unique in H* 
unless M = H* since z E M1 would imply that (u + Z) is a solution of (2.1). 
It will be seen below that no nonzero z exists. 
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Direct calculation shows that 
G&) = (A 9)* + ; j, Wk - !i%)> 
Thus, 
and 
t4 4 E c*. 
$6 9 E c*. 
45(?4 + La) = %4 9)* > $4  E c*. 
Use Eq. (3.7) to write the latter as 
(A V@* = 2(94 N* - WV4 (b>* 
= ((2 - v $9 4)* * 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Since D(V) = C* is dense in H*, the adjoint V* of V is well-defined, and the 
restriction of V* to C* satisfies 
v* 1 c* = 2 - v. (3.20) 
Thus, V** is a closed linear extension of V. It is clear that Eq. (3.19) remains 
valid on D( V**) with V** replacing V. Also, note that R( V**) determines 
the same closed subspace M. 
THEOREM 3.2. M = H*. Thus, the solution of (2.1) is unique. 
Proof. Equation (3.19) implies that V* = (V**)* satisfies 
(v*h C)* + (94 v*41* = w, 54* . (3.21) 
Thus, V* has a continuous inverse, R(V**) = H* as a consequence of the 
closed range theorem, and the proof is complete. 
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